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Music plays an important role in people’s life, without which the

essence of society will fly apart. With developments of digitalized

music technologies, process of music composition, compilation,

appreciation and sharing have experienced great changes.

1.Find how a sequence 

of stresses from lyrics is 

matched with the melody. 
we call this a pattern.

2.Generate a melody 

automatically for given 

lyric according to 
patterns found in Taks1 

3. Find a number of 

groups where each 

group has “similar” 
patterns

Features

Goals 

completed

• Freely set the beat, major, speed and base octave for songs

• Manually modify specific note according to users’ preference

• Detailed information shows in the user interface

Fig.1: User interface

Introduction



Input Lyrics

Match each syllable 

in lyrics with notes 

according to  

frequent patterns 

Generate the 

whole melody 

Fig.2: Basic flow of how to generate melody

2. Find sub-frequent patterns 
Patterns with occurrence frequency larger

than specified threshold in every midi song

was marked as sub-frequent patterns.

3. Establish frequent pattern pool
After getting sub-frequent patterns, we

treated them as “ordinary” and then found

“frequent” patterns in the range of the all

midi songs to form the frequent pattern pool.

4. Match lyric with melody
Lyrics input by users were matched with

certain notes based on frequent pattern pool.

5. Enhance music quality
Additional features like speed, beat, major 

were added to improve the quality of melody

The project mainly consists of five parts

1. Preprocessing
Lyric and melody of midi songs were

digitalized with the help of CMU

Pronouncing Dictionary and NoteWorthy.

Fig.3: NoteWorthy

Fig.4: Procedure of forming frequent pattern pool

Working Principle



In our project, we established music library by retrieving midi files with different styles and

digitalized the lyric and melody information of songs in the music library. We used the pitch of

melodies and stress of English words as features for data mining and generated a pool of

frequent patterns. With these patterns, we generated new melodies given lyrics and also used

Jaccard coefficient to measure similarity between songs for further clustering by Weka.

Fig.5: Procedure of matching lyric with melody

Implementation

Fig.6: K-mean clustering by Weka

Evaluation & Testing

Fig.7: Survey 

In the project, we generated a pattern pool and

came up with a system generating melodies given

lyrics using frequent pattern matching. Our web-

based user interface allows users to input and

obtain returned generated melodies

Result

• Periodic debugging and testing were conducted 

to ensure correctness of programs.

• A survey was carried out to evaluate final 

effectiveness of data mining.


